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Proposal

This document proposes to add a number of pairs of confusable Khmer character sequences to the data files
for Unicode Technical Standard #39 : Unicode Security Mechanisms.

Pairs in the table “Intentional confusable mappings” should be added to both of the files confusables.txt and
intentional.txt; pairs in the table “Other confusables” only to confusables.txt.

The Khmer script has numerous other character sequences that fonts will render identically, but those are
better prevented by restrictions on the structure of orthographic syllables than through confusable pairs. In
particular, fonts render U+17C9 MUUSIKATOAN and U+17CA TRIISAP under certain circumstances with the glyph of

U+17BB VOWEL SIGN U, making all three potentially confusable. Treating all three as confusable could however

rule out some valid Khmer words, so it is better to precisely define the circumstances and rules for handling
them.

Many of the pairs in the table “Other confusables” are easily distinguished when looking at a high-resolution
rendering with a good font in isolation, but also easily confused when looking at a low-resolution screen
(which are still common in Cambodia) with expectations derived from the context.

Some of the pairs involve character sequences of length greater than 1 as both source and target; such
character sequences have also been proposed in L2/22-107 and L2/22-108, identifying the need to support
such pairs in UTS #39.

This document uses the font Noto Sans Khmer for Khmer text. Entries shown in gray are already present in the
UTS 39 data files; they are included here for easier review. Not shown are the various cross-script mappings
between Khmer and Thai that the data files already contain.

L2/23-026

https://www.unicode.org/Public/security/latest/
https://www.unicode.org/Public/security/latest/
https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr39/
https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr39/
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22107-add-confusable-seq.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22107-add-confusable-seq.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22108-add-identical-seq.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22108-add-identical-seq.pdf
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Intentional confusable mappings

Source Rendering Target Rendering Comments

17BE េ◌ី 17C1 17B8 េ◌ី Shaping engines may or may not insert dotted circle
before second vowel; fonts use same component glyphs.17C4 េ◌ា 17C1 17B6 េ◌ា

17C9 17B7 ◌ិ៉ (e.g. រ ុ)ិ 17BB 17B7 ◌ិុ (e.g. រ ុ)ិ Above-base vowels cause U+17C9 MUUSIKATOAN and

U+17CA TRIISAP to be rendered with the glyph of U+17BB

VOWEL SIGN U (in some fonts dependent on base

consonant). Shaping engines may or may not insert
dotted circle before second vowel.

17CA 17B7 ◌ិ៊ (e.g. សិុ) 17BB 17B7 ◌ិុ (e.g. សិុ)

17C9 17B8 ◌ី៉ (e.g. រ ុ)ី 17BB 17B8 ◌ីុ (e.g. រ ុ)ី

17CA 17B8 ◌ី៊ (e.g. សីុ) 17BB 17B8 ◌ីុ (e.g. សីុ)

17C9 17B9 ◌ឹ៉ (e.g. រ ុ)ឹ 17BB 17B9 ◌ឹុ (e.g. រ ុ)ឹ

17CA 17B9 ◌ឹ៊ (e.g. សឹុ) 17BB 17B9 ◌ឹុ (e.g. សឹុ)

17C9 17BA ◌ឺ៉ (e.g. រ ុ)ឺ 17BB 17BA ◌ឺុ (e.g. រ ុ)ឺ

17CA 17BA ◌ឺ៊ (e.g. សឺុ) 17BB 17BA ◌ឺុ (e.g. សឺុ)

17C9 17B6
17C6

◌៉ា ំ(e.g. រុា)ំ 17BB 17B6
17C6

◌ុា ំ(e.g. រុា)ំ 2-character vowel ◌ា ំcauses U+17C9 MUUSIKATOAN and

U+17CA TRIISAP to be rendered with the glyph of U+17BB

VOWEL SIGN U (in some fonts dependent on base

consonant). Shaping engines may or may not insert
dotted circle before second vowel.

17CA 17B6
17C6

◌ុា ំ(e.g.
សុា)ំ

17BB 17B6
17C6

◌ុា ំ(e.g.
សុា)ំ

17C9 17D0 ◌័៉ (e.g. រ ុ)័ 17BB 17D0 ◌័ុ (e.g. រ ុ)័ U+17D0 SAMYOK SANNYA causes U+17C9 MUUSIKATOAN to be

rendered with the glyph of U+17BB VOWEL SIGN U (in some

fonts dependent on base consonant).

17D2 179A
17D2 17xx

្រ◌្ក etc. 17D2 17xx
17D2 179A

្រ◌្ក etc. For any 17xx in [1780-17B3]. Fonts generally don’t
distinguish between a sequence of coeng ro followed by
another coeng and the sequence of that other coeng
followed by coeng ro.

17A3 ឣ 17A2 អ Already in UTS #39 data files.

17A4 ឤ 17A2 17B6 អា

17D8 ៘ 17D4 179B
17D4

។ល។

1791 17D2
17A1

ទ្ឡ 17A1 ឡ Identical in many fonts.

17D2 178A ◌្ដ 17D2 178F ◌្ត Already proposed in L2/22-108.
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Other confusables

Source Rendering Target Rendering Comments

1791 17D2 1794 ទ្ប 17A1 ឡ

17D2 17A1 ◌្ឡ 17D2 1794 ◌្ប

17D3 ◌៓ 030A ◌̊ Already in UTS #39 data files.

17C6 ◌ំ 030A ◌̊ Already in UTS #39 data files.

17C8 ◌ៈ 003A :

17BE 17D2 1799 េ◌ី្យ 17BF េ◌ឿ

17D2 1799 17BE េ◌្យី 17BF េ◌ឿ

17C0 េ◌ៀ 17C1 17D2 1799 េ◌្យ

17AB ឫ 1794 17D2 1789 ប្ញ

17AD 17B6 ឭា 1789 ញ

17AE 17B6 ឮា 1789 ញ

1796 17B6 17D2 1789 ពា្ញ 1789 ញ

17AD ឭ 1796 17D2 1789 ព្ញ

17B0 ឰ 1796 17D2 178B ព្ឋ

17D2 1792 ◌្ធ 17D2 178B ◌្ឋ

17AA ឪ 17B1 ឱ

17B3 ឳ 17B1 ឱ

17A7 17B7 ឧិ 17B1 ឱ

17A7 17CC ឧ៌ 17B1 ឱ

17A7 17CD ឧ៍ 17B1 ឱ

17A7 17CA ឧ៊ 17A8 ឨ

17A7 17D1 ឧ៑ 17A8 ឨ

1789 17D2 179C ញ្វ 1796 17D2 179C 17B6 ពា្វ

17E8 17D3 ៨៓ 19E0 ᧠


